This paper presents an approach for deter mining the economic feasibility of refuse-derived fuel production and the recovery of various materi als. The information presented here is based largely upon data developed for [1] the metropolitan Washington, D.C. area [2 ] as input for the con sideration oCa regional resource recovery program which would eventually encompass some 4000 tons-per�ay (3,628.8 Mg-per�ay) of municipal solid waste. The initial facility would process 650 tons-per�ay (589.7 Mg-per�ay).
INTRODUCTION
Planning for resource recovery should be viewed as a sequential process whose goal is the implemen tation of an economically viable system for a given , .
area. There is a definite need, at any early point in the planning process, to evaluate the economic feasibility of a particular processing approach. How ever, before embarking into the feasibility process, the first step should be identifying and obtaining markets where the various recovered products can be used. The firmer and closer these markets, the better. Markets for the various materials [ 5 ] products have traditionally been easier to identify and obtain than markets for refuse�erived fuel. Prices and other conditions have been documented, [6] and the development of consensus specifications and practices has been undertaken. [7] For certain materials products, especially aluminum and glass, the problem� have focused around the technical uncertainties of being able to produce the target product. Ongoing research and development in this area is helping greatly to reduce these un certainties. [8] Different from materials, is the experience of marketing RDF for use as a supplemental fuel in coal-fired utility or industrial boilers. Compared to advance commitments obtained for materials, RDF
commitments are oftentimes open-ended and not guaranteed to "take-or-pay," even if produced to the agreed upon specification. This is because of uncertainty about its long run suitability as a fuel. Even so, many jurisdictions are quite seriously looking at the prospects and constructing plan ts to produce RDF.
[9] The experience with full-scope materials recovery is more limited.
Materials revenues can be shown in two ways. First, at the current market levels, determined by calculating the pricing structure that is tied to varying commodity quotations. Secondly, certain materials revenues can be expressed in terms of their minimum floor price level. Floor prices become important in determining a "worst-case" materials revenue level.
The approach discussed here takes the view point that an RDF energy product . is the chosen energy option. This certainly does not exclude other energy options such as steam, pyrolysis gas or oil, or electricity from being considered. But, for the purposes of presentation, the RDF energy out put is used. Along with the RDF product, other materials products are also recovered. Certain materials products may not be applicable to a given H can be said that resource recovery will have a good chance of being implemented where its costs will be at least equal to or less than present or im mediate future costs for the disposal alternative. With this in mind and the fact that materials reve nues can be predicted with a higher degree of certainty, it becomes necessary to determine what revenues will be required from the sale of the RDF product in order that the projected economics can at least be the same as the alternative disposal prac tice. The use of such a technique developed here will assist the decision-maker in evaluating the eco nomic feasibility of the proposed project.
This approach provides the decision-maker on the processing side a manner in which to establish his minimum RDF floor price. The RDF user -in most cases the local utility -will probably do a similar calculation taking into account the cost of an equivalent amount of fossil fuel the RDF is to replace minus the incremental costs of firing RDF.
[10] Neddless to say, such values will vary and need to be determined on a si te-specific basis. Hope fully, the "bargain" struck will be above the pro ducer's calculated minimum and below the user's calculated maximum. This is likely to be the only 2 case when a bargain can be struck. Put differently, an undertaking to prod uce and utilize RDF would then be mutually beneficial.
DESCR IPT ION OF THE FACIL ITY
A "full-scope" facility designed to process ac cording to the flowsheet depicted in Figure I , is used as the example. The characteristics of the full scope processing is shown in Table L The different types of output products to be recovered are listed in Table 11 The facility produces RDF (57 percent by weight) [12] which is hauled via transfer trailers to a utility user 20 miles away. Waste newspapers and corrugated are handpicked prior to processing. The remainder of the solid waste (36.6 percent by weight), i.e., the shredded, air classified heavy fraction, is magnetically separated for recovering ferrous metals (9.65 percent by weight). An air kni fe divides the ferrous fraction in to two prod ucts -light and heavy. Dump trailers transport these ferrous fractions to market. A rising-current sepa rator removes heavy organics while concentrating the noncombustible materials. A two-stage heavy media system next concentrates a mixed nonferrous fraction (0.27 percent by weight) and a glass and aluminum rich stream. After the aluminum has been separated by the electrostatic separators, flint and color-mixed glass cullet (6.3 percent by weight) are separated by a color-sorting system. Glass fines (2.5 percent by weight) are recovered from the various screening underflows by a froth flotation circuit. These recovered materials are transported to market via dump trailers. The remaining residue (I7 percent by weight) is transported via dump trailer to adjacent landfill operations.
ANALYSIS APPROACH
This analysis determines the minimum value Refuse-Derived Fuel (RDF) would need to take in $ 811,000
order that a facility be competitive with alternative costs for disposal -here a landfill example is used as the alternative. This value for RDF is called here the RDF "Indifference Value" (IV). [13] The analysis is carried out for a facility processing 650 tons-per-day (589.68 Mg-per-day) and recovering RDF plus other materials. A credit of $4.00 per , ton ($4.41 per-Mg) is assigned for refuse diverted from the landfill operations. This is discussed fur ther later on. The RDF revenues needed can be deterlllir.ed by the following equation: Table III . "B" comes from the expected materials revenue described in Table IV while "c" is assumed to be $4.00 per-ton ($4.41 per-Mg) multiplied by the quantity of residue annually landfilled. "D" is calculated so that "E" equals $4.00 per-ton ($4.41 per-Mg) times the total annual facility throughput, such that the target net operating cost for the facility is equivalent to the operating cost for land filling the entire facility input directly. Table VI il lustrates this concept from a budgetary perspective. On the right side of Table VI, gross operating costs of the facility are shown as $3,170,000 annually. December 2, 1974 exchange prices are assumed for the sale of recovered materials at $9.67 per ton ($10.66 per-Mg), or $1,961,000 annually. An ad ditional expense of $138,000 is shown for land filling the process residue. The analysis assumes that 57 percent by weight of the input refuse emerges as RDF. The RDF is assumed to have a heat value of 5000 BTUs-per-pound (11.63 kJ -per g) and a moisture content of27.5 percent. [14] The recovery facility has to bear the cost of its residue disposal (17 percent of the input) and then sell its RDF. The resulting operating costs come out to be $4.00 per ton ($4.41 per Mg), or on a yearly basis, $811,000. This is the same as not having a recovery facility and simply land filling the waste. This is shown on the left. In order to obtain this net operating cost of $811 ,000, RDF would have to account for $536,000 annually in revenues, or be worth approximately $0.46 per-million-BTUs ($.44 per-Gj). [15] 10 The equation then means simply that ROF sales must produce a certain revenue if the sited facility is to be competitive with the alternative disposal charge.
In actual practice and as mentioned above, the equation is solved for "0" -the RDF revenue needed to produce the same annual cost as for land fill. This is done by transposing "0" to the right side of the equation and moving "E".to the' left side. "E" is the target net operating cost for processing, while "C" is the cost of land filling the residual from the recovery facility. Merged together one con structs a variable "F" [16] which is the credit obtained from not having to landfill the recovered products. Hence, the equation becomes:
. O=A-B-F "0" is the product of the exchange price (IV) times the energy content in the RDF delivered to the user, multiplied times the quantity of RDF produced and used. This is the approach used to compute the "IV" values.
A somewhat uncertain area in determining net costs is the credit used for "F" in the equation given above. The figure of $4.00 was assigned for refuse diverted from landfill operations. This has been used only as an example. This value should be determined on a case-by-case basis and evaluated in such a way that actual savings attributed to not having to landfill portions of the facility input are estimated. If the processing facility were added to an existing land fill operation, marginal costs for not land filling the recovered products should be forecasted. Additionally, one may want to consider the cost benefit for extending the life of a landfill. This latter factor may be almost impossible to calculate.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The RDF "IV" 's for the facility have been determined for both the December 2, 1974 and the floor price materials revenue levels (see Table  V ). At the December 2, 1974 materials revenue level, the RDF "IV" is calculated to be $0.46 per-million-BUT's ($.44 per-Gj). When materials revenues are at the floor price level, the ROF "IV" is $1. 26 per-million-BTUs ($1.19 per-Gj).
The outputs of this analysis provide a gauge for judging the feasibility of the processing described. These outputs should represent to the municipal decision-maker target RDF minimum "bargains". They say what that facility configuration would need such that the operating budget for disposal of the same quantity does not change. An RDF value above the "IV" will generate benefits to the annual budget while an RDF value below will bring about operating budget increases.
The "site·specific" RDF value will natually fluctuate. The price the RDF user pays for the alternative fossil fuel must be taken into account. These costs vary significantly geographically. [17] The location of the RDF user with respect to the processing facility, the materials recovery revenues, the ability to produce the materials to specification for the expected revenues, also will bear upon the RDF "IV".
There is roughly a factor of "three" between the December "IV" and the floor price "IV". The higher RDF "IV" at the materials floor price may in some cases be higher than the "bargain" that may be obtainable.
A caveat concerning the recovery of glass and aluminum is in order. What is presented here re presents, at best, preliminary process design con figuration and cost estimates. Refinement in such numbers will certainly affect the "bottom line" as to the economic feasibility of their recovery. As such, the relative values presented here are thought to be subject to change.
COMMENTS
The analyses and methodology presented use as a working example what is termed a "full-scope" resource recovery system which produces a certain type RDF and other materials outputs. Certainly one must recognize the wide range of system types that are being developed, marketed, procured, and operated. Oftentimes these systems have very dif-• ferent types of outputs. While this methodology can be adapted to serve other types of systems, naturally one would have to take into account different ca' pital costs, operating costs, materials revenues, and alternative'disposal credits. Knowing these, this methodology could be used to deter mine what value the energy product from the sys tem would hav ' e to assume in ,order to be at least competitive.
If the value for the energy value can be deter mined in the same time frame as the matefials all the better. This naturally would be preferable, but unfortunately not always attainable. If this were the case, the net economics could be deter mined and be compared directly to the alter native without using an "Indifference" approach.
